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Symmetry RV Solar Module Mounting System

The Symmetry RV mounting hardware is ideal for mounting rigid solar modules on caravans, boats 
and other mobile applications.  These mounts are available in either black or white for an aesthetic 
appearance while providing a solid mounting.

Attaching solar panels to the roof of your caravan or the deck of your boat has never been easier. 
Just glue the Symmetry ABS RV Corner Mounts (up to 40W modules) and Side Mounts (above 40W) 
onto your caravan or boat using Sikaflex®, and then screw your panel onto the mount. The solar 
panel is kept with adequate space underneath for cooling, and the curved design ensures adequate 
wind deflection for high winds.

These combined with Symmetry RV Cable Entry Glands, makes the installation solar panels to your 
caravan roof or boat deck as easy as one, two, three!

Features:

n Can be safely bonded to the surface removing the need to drill holes.

n Universal and can be used with any aluminium frame panel without any modification.

n Panels are automatically mounted with adequate ventilation for optimal performance.

n UV stable ABS moulded plastic.

n Mounting kit fits panels from 5w to 220w solar panels that have aluminium frames that will fit in the 
right angle recesses.

A set of four corner mounts, to attach each corner of your solar panel 
to your desired mounting surface. These can be used on their own for 
solar panels 40W or smaller.
Dimensions: 150(L) x 150(W) x 65(H)mm

n SY-CM-B4 (Black pack of 4)

n SY-CM-W4 (White pack of 4)

Symmetry ABS Solar Panel RV Corner Mounts  - Pack of 4 

This pair of side mounts is intended to be attached to the long edge 
of taller solar panels, such as 80W and above, adding extra mounting 
strength and giving more wind deflection.
Dimensions: 180(L) x 120(W) x 65(H)mm

n SY-SM-B2 (Black pack of 2)

n SY-SM-W2 (White pack of 2)

Symmetry ABS Solar Panel RV Side Mounts - Pack of 2

To avoid making unsightly and potentially leaky cable entries, you can 
use this neat product and drill out your cable entry point, and then 
cover it over giving you two fully waterproof cable gland cable entries 
that look neat and purpose built. 
Dimensions: 120(L) x 90(W) x 40(H)mm

n SY-CEG-B1 (Black pack of 1)

n SY-CEG-W1 (White pack of 1)

Symmetry ABS Cable Entry Gland - Pack of 1
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